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a b s t r a c t

A modified theoretical model of dish solar Stirling engine was developed based on a Stirling cycle
operating with finite shaft rotating speed and the energy balance equations at hot and cold ends. The
convergence of solar receiver temperature and charged gas heat releasing temperature represent the
stabilization of solar receiver and Stirling engine respectively, thus, to guarantee a steady operation of the
overall system. Impacts of meteorological condition, operational parameter of Stirling engine on system
performance were investigated and analyzed systematically. Results indicate that higher solar flux in-
tensity improves system performance while wind deteriorates the system performance. With the input
solar energy specified, optimal charged gas mass in Stirling engine exists corresponding to the maximal
power output. More effective heater, regenerator and cooler contribute to better optimal system per-
formance. Meanwhile, the charged gas mass optimized under the daily average solar flux intensity
achieves the maximal mechanical work in a day with less computation. The maximal theoretical peak
power output of 25 kW and overall efficiency of 44% are obtained as high performance heat exchangers
are adopted and charged gas mass is optimized.

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Continuous consumption of limited fossil fuels and the
appearance of urgent environmental pollution such as greenhouse
effect call for the rapid development of green and sustainable en-
ergy utilization technology [1]. Solar energy which is of huge
amount and completely green, attracts numerous researchers to
exploit appropriate methods for the realization of clean and highly
effective solar energy utilization such as photovoltaic device [2],
solar powered heat engine [3] and absorption chiller [4], solar
desalination [5] and solid oxide electrolyzer [6]. Dish solar SE
(Stirling engine) is one of the feasible solutions to convert solar
energy into electricity and has been successfully constructed and
operated in some countries [7]. Dish solar SE is a Stirling engine
based solar thermal device. With the advantages of high thermal
efficiency [8], variability of heat source [9] and power capacity [10],
SE has been investigated numerously with different point views in
the recent decades such as the inside flow characters [11] and its
potential for hybridizing [12]. Heated by the solar receiver at which
_liu@hust.edu.cn (W. Liu).
concentrated sunshine is converted into thermal energy, dish solar
SE is capable to achieve high solar-electrical energy conversion
efficiency which is reported as high as 30% in Ref. [13]. For further
improving the performance and clarifying more precise physical
mechanism in solar SE, some research work in the means of
experiment [14] and mathematical modelling [15] were conducted
as well.

Fatih Aksoy et al. experimentally investigated and compared the
performance of different solar SE cavities manufactured with
aluminum, copper and stainless steel. Results indicate aluminum
achieves the highest power output and efficiency of 64.4W and
5.64% but is limited by its low melting point [14]. In their another
research, halogen lamps were utilized as the solar source for
heating a beta type SE. The experiments were conducted under
different lamp power of 400 and 1000W, results indicate
maximum power of 37.08W and thermal efficiency of 9.27% were
achieved with 400W lamp power. As increasing the lamp power to
1000W, maximum power and efficiency are both enhanced to
127.17Wand 12.85% respectively [16]. Ana C. Ferreira et al. modeled
the concentrator and receiver with a more precise description of
energy conservation in receiver to investigate the economic and
thermal performance of solar module. The rim angle, dish diameter
and receiver diameter were optimized simultaneously with the SQP
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(sequential quadratic programming) method. Efficiency of 64% and
receiver temperature of 833 K were achieved under the optimal
condition [17]. By further coupling this solar model with the
adiabatic model of SE, the thermodynamic, economic analysis and
optimization of dish solar SE cogeneration system was studied as
well [18,19]. The results indicate a thermal power of 11.06 kW and
electrical power of 3.65 kW can be achieved with an annual worth
of 627 V/year. In addition, their work also indicates the model
modification which considers the variance of input solar flux is
required to state a more precise analysis of dish solar SE.

For giving guidelines to achieve the optimal system perfor-
mance, tremendous fundamental theoretical work of dish solar SE
has been conducted as well. V. Badescu et al. studied the perfor-
mance of solar Stirling and Ericsson heat engines. Receiver tem-
perature was optimized analytically for deriving the maximal
power output. Results indicate that concentration ratio influences
the maximal efficiency of solar-mechanical energy conversion
drastically [20]. David A. Blank et al. analyzed the optimal perfor-
mance of an extraterrestrial solar SE. With the external heat
transfer process being considered as thermal radiation, the tem-
peratures of external thermal source and sink were considered
constant. The formulation of power output in the form of temper-
atures of substance and thermal reservoirs was derived and opti-
mized. Results indicate that power output increases with the
improvement of heat transfer ability at hot end [21]. S.C. Kaushik
et al. modeled an endoreversible Stirling cycle coupled with finite
heat capacitive source and sink, by adopting finite time thermo-
dynamic method. Analytical derivation and numerical results were
presented. The results indicate that higher temperature of heat
source, better effectiveness of heat exchangers are beneficial for
improving system performance [22]. Jincan Chen et al. investigated
the efficiency bound of a solar powered SE inwhich heat source and
sink both operate with constant temperature. Maximal energy ef-
ficiency exits as a function of receiver temperature. Besides, the
maximal efficiency and corresponding receiver temperature were
derived analytically as well [23]. Tianjun Liao et al. optimized the
receiver temperaturewith Lagrangemultiplier method. In addition,
they found better system performance can be achieved with less
heat leakage [24]. Mohammad Hossein Ahmadi et al. conducted
series of multi-objective optimization work to achieve the optimal
compromise between the power output, thermal efficiency, en-
tropy generation and entransy loss with NSGA-II (non-dominated
sorted genetic algorithm-II) and different decision makers
including LINMAP (linear programming techniques for multidi-
mensional analysis of preference), TOPSIS (technique for order
preference by similarity to an ideal solution) and Fuzzy. Receiver
temperature, substance heat absorbing temperature and heat
releasing temperature were optimized to achieve the trade-off
among different optimization targets. LINMAP behaves with the
minimum deviation with the ideal solution [25e27]. Yaqi Li et al.
modeled a theoretical dish solar SE considering that substance
exchanges heat with heat source and sink which has infinite heat
capacity. Analytical solution for two special cases were derived to
obtain the maximal power output, and optimal theoretical thermal
efficiency of 34% was obtained [28].

Within the previous valuable theoretical work of dish solar SE,
the temperature of solar receiver was always treated as an inde-
pendent variable and optimized though it depends on the energy
balance of supplement of upstream, requirement of downstream
and the local dissipation. M. Costea et al. noticed the energy balance
of supplement and requirement at hot end, and modeled the solar
Stirling engine considering the finite rotation speed of SE shaft.
Optimization work was conducted with Lagrange undetermined
multipliers method and the results indicate that the real efficiency
is around half of the ideal cycle while the engine operates with
maximal power output [29].
In order to model the theoretical dish solar SE as a function of

more direct influential parameters (such as the solar flux intensity,
wind velocity, and charged gas mass of SE), the energy balance of
supplement, transfer and requirement at hot and cold ends were
considered simultaneously. The corresponding algorithm and case
study were stated to illustrate a precise insight of this modified
theoretical model. Furthermore, the sensitivity analysis was con-
ducted to investigate the influence of meteorological condition and
operational parameters of SE on the system performance. Maximal
power output under different heat transfer ability of heater,
regenerator and cooler were obtained and compared. Finally, in
order to achieve the daily maximal generatable work, the corre-
sponding optimization strategy was discussed and the daily dy-
namic theoretical performance was obtained as well.
2. Theoretical model and algorithm

2.1. Theoretical model

Dish solar Stirling engine system mainly consists of three
components: concentrator for focusing the sunshine on receiver
with high flux intensity, receiver for converting the solar energy
into thermal energy and heating the charged gas in SE, and Stirling
engine module for generating shaft power with the heat supple-
ment from receiver. For the incident solar flux intensity fluctuates
significantly with time in a day, the dynamic power output of dish
solar SE is hard for direct utilization and normally stored for the
sequential stable releasing. The corresponding thermally irrevers-
ible model of dish solar SE can be described as the theoretical
Stirling cycle coupled with a heat source having stable temperature
and coolant having finite thermal capacity as Fig. 1 depicts.
Meanwhile, the imperfect regeneration originated from the
essential temperature difference for heat transfer in regenerator is
considered as well. The relative governing equations are stated
below.

Considering some optical losses such as imperfect reflection of
the parabolic surface and the optical interception at the entrance of
receiver, an optical efficiency is multiplied with the first term in Eq.
(1) to express the solar energy arriving at receiver. Meanwhile, TH
(receiver temperature) drives partial heat to environment in the
form of convection and radiation. Hence, the thermal energy uti-
lizable for SE can be expressed as Eq. (1) [30].

_QH;Supplement ¼ IARChoptical � hcARðTH � T0Þ � εsAR

�
T4H � T4sky

�

(1)

where hc ¼ 5:7þ 3:8Vwind and Tsky ¼ 0:0552T1:5
0 are the convective

heat transfer coefficient and sky temperature [30]. The thermal
energy obtained by receiver then transfers through the hot end
heat exchanger with heat transfer ability of KH (production of heat
transfer coefficient and area) to heat the charged gas as Eq. (2).

_QH;Transfer ¼ KHðTH � ThÞ (2)

Meanwhile, the heat absorbing requirement of SE depends on
the operational condition. Two heat absorbing processes of iso-
choric process 2e3 (Eq. (3)) and isothermal process 3e4 (Eq. (4))
absorb heat from the regenerator matrix and external heat source
respectively [28]. However, as the realistic regenerator is imperfect,
regeneration loss is supplied by the external heat source.

Q23 ¼ mcvðTh � TlÞ (3)



Fig. 1. System configuration and energy conversion process diagram.
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Q34 ¼
ðv4
v3

mpdv ¼
ðv4
v3

mRgTh
v

dv ¼ mRgTh ln
�
v4
v3

�
(4)

Hence, the cyclic heat absorbing requirement from solar
receiver can be expressed as Eq. (5).

QH ¼Q303 þ Q34 ¼ mcvðTh � TlÞð1� εRÞ þmRgTh ln
�
v4
v3

�
(5)

As the shaft of SE rotates with a frequency of Fwhich means the
same amount of thermodynamic cycles are completed per second
[31], heat requirement rate from external heat source has Eq. (6).

_QH;Load ¼ FQH ¼ FmcvðTh � TlÞð1� εRÞ þ FmRgTh ln
�
v4
v3

�
(6)

With no heat leakage considered, the energy balance equation
should bemet as Eq. (7). Namely, the heat supplied by solar receiver
equals to the heat transferred in heat exchanger and the heat
required by SE under steady operation condition.

_QH;Supplement ¼ _QH;Transfer ¼ _QH;Load (7)

As to the cooling system, heat released is designated as minus.
When the coolant with finite heat capacity flows through the
cooler, temperature increases linearly heated by the compressed
gas in SE. Hence, the thermal load undertaken by the coolant is
given by Eq. (8).

_QL;Load ¼ � _mwcp;w
�
TL;out � TL;in

�
(8)

For the temperature of coolant varies in the cooling process, the
heat transferred in cooler can be expressed as the production of
heat transfer ability and log-mean temperature difference in Eq. (9)
[32,33].

_QL;Transfer ¼ � KL

�
Tl � TL;in

�� �
Tl � TL;out

�
ln
�

Tl�TL;in
Tl�TL;out

� (9)

Heat releasing processes of the internal Stirling cycle are
isothermal heat releasing to the coolant 1e2 (Eq. (10)) and iso-
choric heat releasing to the regenerator matrix in 4-1 (Eq. (11)).
Imperfect heat regeneration also means more heat released to
coolant, the cyclic heat released can be expressed as Eq. (12) [28].

Q12 ¼
ðv2
v1

mpdv ¼
ðv2
v1

mRgTl
v

dv ¼ mRgTl ln
�
v2
v1

�
(10)

Q41 ¼ mcvðTl � ThÞ (11)

QL ¼Q101 þ Q12 ¼ mcvðTl � ThÞð1� εRÞ þmRgTl ln
�
v2
v1

�
(12)

The heat released by charged gas in SE per second can be stated
as Eq. (13).

_QL;Supplement ¼ FQL ¼ FmcvðTl � ThÞð1� εRÞ þ FmRgTl ln
�
v2
v1

�

(13)

Similarly, energy balance equation should be met as Eq. (14) in
the cooling process as well.

_QL;Supplement ¼ _QL;Transfer ¼ _QL;Load (14)

With the energy input and output of each subsystem being
obtained, the power output of SE, thermal efficiencies of receiver,
SE and the overall system can be expressed as Eq. (15-18).

P¼ FðQH �QLÞ ¼ FmRgðTh � TlÞln
�
v4
v3

�
(15)

hReceiver ¼
_QH;Load

IARChoptical
(16)

hSE ¼ P
_QH;Load

(17)
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h¼ P
IARC

¼ hopticalhReceiverhSE (18)

The efficiency of solar receiver in Eq. (16) represents the utiliz-
able heat gained from the sunshine which arrives at receiver.
Meanwhile, the engine efficiency indicates the ratio of mechanical
power generated from the utilizable solar heat in Eq. (17). For the
overall system, the efficiency in Eq. (18) represents the energy
conversion ability from the captured solar energy to mechanical
power.

2.2. Algorithm

The algorithm flow chart in Fig. 2 illustrates the establishment
method of the modified dish solar SE theoretical model. The first
three steps initialize the operational and geometrical parameters,
then the following steps are set for achieving the steady operation
with two level iterations. In the external level iteration (steps
4e13), a hypothetical TH;1 is set to calculate _QH;Supplement and Th.
Then governed by the specified heat transfer ability of cooler and
mass flow rate of coolant under a hypothetical Th, a corresponding
unified Tl exists to reach the energy balance in heat releasing
process with the internal level iteration (steps 7e11) according to
Eq. (14). _QL;Supplement , TL;out and _QL;Transfer are solved successively
with a hypothetical Tl;1. By checking the energy balance condition
with the relative error in Eq. (19) at step 11 and updating a new Tl
for step 8 repeatedly, the unified Tl can be solved to meet the en-
ergy balance equation Eq. (14). Namely, the SE subsystem operates
steadily at step 12. Then the corresponding thermal load _QH;Load can
be calculated as well. At step 13, checking the energy balance
condition of hot end with the relative error in Eq. (20) to testify
Fig. 2. Algorithm flow chart.

dL ¼
_QL;Supplement � _QL;Transfer

_QL;Transfer

dH ¼
_QH;Supplement � _QH;Load

_QH;Load
whether solar receiver operates steadily or not. As the convergence
criteria is met, the power output and thermal efficiency under a
steady operational condition can be obtained.
3. Results and analysis

3.1. Case study

In order to present a more precise description of the calculation
procedure, a case study with the initial values in Table 1 was
conducted.

In the case study, helium andwater are selected as the substance
and coolant in SE respectively. The convergence processes are
depicted in Fig. 3. Red dots represent the relative errors between
thermal supplement and load in heating process under each iter-
ation step. Under each hypothetical TH , the internal level iteration
for the convergence of Tl is achieved as well which is plotted with
the blue dots. Beginwith red dot 1 and set TH;1 as 1100 K arbitrarily,
then the corresponding internal level iteration is plotted in Fig. 3-
(1). During the internal level iteration, a hypothetical Tl;1 is set as
647.64 K. The minus relative error indicates heat transferred
through cooler exceeds the heat released from SE according to Eq.
(19). Hence Tl is updated degressively until Tl;5 is set as 319.06 K,
_QL;Supplement exceeds _QL;Transfer at this step. Then an increased Tl;6 is
set and the relative error decreases. By adjusting the upper and
lower bounds of Tl continuously, the convergence of internal level
iteration is achieved with dL less than 1e-5. As SE operates steadily,
thermal load of SE is calculated to testify the energy balance con-
dition at hot end. The minus relative error of �24% indicates that
_QH;Supplement is insufficient to meet the thermal requirement of SE.
Namely, the real TH is less than TH;1 to reduce the thermal losses
(19)

(20)



Table 1
Initialization of case study.

Coolant and environment

_mwðkg=sÞ cp;wðJ=ðkg ,KÞÞ T0ðKÞ Vwindðm=sÞ
0.4 4180 293.15 0

Solar thermal module

IðW=m2Þ ARðm2Þ Cð�Þ hOpticalð%Þ εð�Þ sðW=ðm2 ,K4ÞÞ
700 0.0491 1250 80 0.88 5.67e-8

Stirling engine

Gas RgðJ=ðkg ,KÞÞ cvðJ=ðkg ,KÞÞ v3ðm3=kgÞ v4ðm3=kgÞ
Helium 2077 3116 0.6 1.3
mðkgÞ FðHzÞ KHðW=KÞ KLðW=KÞ εRð%Þ
8e-4 25 300 500 80

Fig. 3. Convergence of Tl and TH .

Fig. 4. T-s (a) p-v (b) diagrams and energy consumption distribution (c) of case study.
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then increase the thermal supplement. A decreased TH;2 of 850 K is
updated in red dot 2 and the relative error is checked. The same
procedures are conducted until a steady TH is achieved with dH less
than 1e-5.

When the correct TH and Tl are found simultaneously, the dish
solar SE cycle operates steadily. The corresponding T-s, p-v and
energy consumption distribution diagramswere plotted in Fig. 4. In
Fig. 4-(a), the charged gas releases heat to coolant isothermally
under 331.87 K and drives the temperature of coolant to increase by
around 10 K in process 1e2. Then heated by the regenerator matrix
and extra heat from solar receiver, the temperature of charged gas
increases to 819.25 K via isochoric heating and expands isother-
mally with stable heat supplement from solar receiver. Finally,
majority of the residual heat was transferred to the regenerator
matrix and small quantity was released to the coolant due to the
imperfect regeneration. With the results of case study in Table 2,
the entire solar power input is 42.95 kW. The optical, convective
and radiative energy losses are 8.59, 0.18 and 1.80 kWwhich occupy
20.00%, 0.41% and 4.18% of the entire solar energy input respec-
tively. In SE module, the power output is 15.65 kWand corresponds
to an overall efficiency of 36.45%.
 3.2. Sensitivity analysis

Sunshine illuminating on the concentrator varies continuously



Table 2
Results of case study.

THðKÞ ThðKÞ TlðKÞ TL;outðKÞ
927.21 819.25 331.87 303.16

_ESolarðkWÞ _ELoss;oðkWÞ _ELoss;cðkWÞ _ELoss;rðkWÞ
42.95 8.59 0.18 1.80

_QHðkWÞ _QLðkWÞ PðkWÞ

32.39 �16.73 15.65

hReceiverð%Þ hSEð%Þ hð%Þ
94.26 48.33 36.45

Fig. 6. Temperature of receiver and charged gas (a), energy loss (b) and absorbed heat
by SE (c) as a function of solar flux intensity under different wind velocity.
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with meteorological condition. Thus, the influence of solar flux
intensity and wind velocity on the system performance was
investigated. In Fig. 5, solar flux intensity varies from 500W/m2 to
1000W/m2 and three wind velocity of 0, 6, 12m/s are selected.
Fig. 5-(a) indicates power output increases from 9 kW to around
23 kW linearly with the increase of I, and wind velocity reduces the
power output. According to the corresponding hot end tempera-
tures in Fig. 6-(a), it can be seen that receiver and gas in SE are both
heated up significantly from 772 to 694 K to 1303 and 1164 K with
the increase of I. Higher Th not only corresponds to more heat
absorbed by SE in Fig. 6-(c) according to Eq. (6), but also is beneficial
for improving the thermal efficiency of internal Stirling cycle.
Hence, the thermal efficiency of SE appears the trend of increasing
from 43% to 56% as I gets stronger, then more power output is
generated as well.

However, higher TH also drives more heat to be lost into envi-
ronment as depicted in Fig. 6-(b), then leads to the drop of receiver
efficiency from 96% to 85%. As wind velocity increases to 12m/s,
receiver efficiency further drops by around 3.37% for wind aggra-
vates convective heat loss coefficient. Thus, the deterioration of
receiver efficiency leads the overall efficiency to increase with a
decreasing slope and even appears slight drop with the increase of
I. Namely, the overall efficiency tends to be relatively stable under
high incident solar flux intensity in Fig. 5-(c), originating from the
Fig. 5. System performance as a function of solar
offset of heat engine efficiency increase and receiver efficiency
decrease.

As to the downstream SE subsystem, the variation of operational
parameter influences the thermal requirement of SE. Consequen-
tially, TH varies to rebalance the energy conservation equation of
flux intensity under different wind velocity.



Fig. 8. Temperature of receiver and substance (a), energy loss (b) and absorbed heat by
SE (c) as a function of charged gas mass in SE under different regenerator effectiveness.
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receiver under unsteady state in Eq. (21) until an updated steady
state appears. It can be seen with a specified solar flux intensity, as
_QH;Load (thermal requirement of SE) increases instantaneously, the
temperature of solar receiver will decrease to release the internal
energy in the form of mRcR

dTH
dt . Meanwhile, the convective and

radiative energy losses both drop simultaneously with the decrease
of TH to achieve the updated steady state.

mRcR
dTH
dt

¼ IARChoptical � hcARðTH � T0Þ � εsAR

�
T4H � T4sky

�

� _QH;Load

(21)

Fig. 7 depicts the relationship of system performance with
respect to m (charged gas mass) under different regenerator
effectiveness. From Fig. 7-(a), it can be seen that with the increase
ofm, power output appears the trend of decreasing after increasing.
Meanwhile, the increase of regenerator effectiveness from 0.7 to 0.9
improves the power output significantly. According to Eq. (6), the
improvement of regenerator effectiveness is capable to reduce the
thermal requirement of SE from solar receiver. Hence, higher TH can
be achieved in Fig. 8-(a) to emit more heat to environment and
regulate the energy balance in receiver under the specified incident
solar energy, which is depicted in Fig. 8-(b) and (c). Though heat
absorbed by internal cycle drops slightly, thermal efficiency of heat
engine gets improved with the increase of Th. Hence, dish solar SE
generates more shaft power with the improvement of regenerator
effectiveness. As to the influencemechanism ofm, Eq. (15) indicates
power output is positively related tom. However, the increase of m
also requires more heat for imperfect heat regeneration and
isothermal expansion in Fig. 8-(c). With the aforementioned anal-
ysis, TH will drop to meet the additional thermal requirement, and
Fig. 8-(a) indeed indicates TH and Th both decline significantly with
more gas charged into SE. According to Eq. (15), power output of
dish solar SE is positively related to Th as well. Hence, insufficient
and excessivem of 0.2 and 1.2 g both generate low power output of
10.55 and 14.43 kW under regenerative effectiveness of 0.9.
Namely, optimal m exits and corresponds to an appropriate heat
absorbing temperature simultaneously to achieve the maximal
Fig. 7. System performance as a function of charged gas m
power output.
Energy efficiency of each subsystems and overall system appear

different trends with respect tom in Fig. 7-(b-d). Receiver efficiency
ass in SE under different regenerator effectiveness.
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gets improved with more gas charged into SE from 50% to 90%
under lower regenerative effectiveness, for low TH reduces the heat
loss of receiver then improves the efficiency. On the contrary, ef-
ficiency of SE drops by around 35% with the increase of m and
deterioration of regenerative effectiveness, for it is positively
related to Th. In addition, with the incident solar energy specified,
overall efficiency has the same trend with power output in Fig. 7-
(d), it rises and falls in the range of 20e45%.

The sensitivity analysis indicates the variance of energy input
and thermal load of SE both induce the variance of steady TH, then
influence the system performance drastically. In general, the sys-
tem performance is positively related to I and optimal m exits for
achieving the maximal power output and overall energy efficiency
simultaneously. In order to further investigate the optimal system
performance, optimization work was conducted.
3.3. Performance optimization

Common optimization methods mainly include analytical and
numerical methods. With analytical method, the optimal results
can be obtained directly with the derived equations under the
optimal condition. However, as to some complex mathematical
problems such as transcendental equation or equations with high
order, the application of analytical optimization is limited. In
comparison, numerical optimization method is capable to solve
these problems for it only requires primitive function and
tremendous repeated calculation procedure to search for the
optimal value based on the fast calculation speed of computer.
Various optimization algorithms were developed with different
optimization paths as well. For implicit solutions exist in this
mathematical model, three common numerical optimization al-
gorithms of GA (genetic algorithm) [34], SA (simulated annealing)
[35] and PSO (particle swarm optimization) [36] were employed to
obtain the optimal m and ensure the accuracy of solutions. Table 3
lists the optimal results for cases those operate with different
regenerative effectiveness.

It can be seen the results obtained by different algorithms are
consistent under each regenerative effectiveness, while PSO re-
quires the least time consumption. Optimal m of 0.56, 0.60 and
0.66 g are obtained to achieve the maximal power output of 14.73,
16.32 and 18.32 kW, and the corresponding maximal overall effi-
ciencies are 34.29%, 37.99% and 42.65% respectively. With the
improvement of regenerative effectiveness, the maximal power
output increases by 3.6 kWand overall efficiency increases by 8.4%.
Except for regenerator, the heat transfer ability of heater and cooler
both influence the system performance as well for it decides the
temperature level of external heat transfer process. Hence, the
performance under different heater and cooler heat transfer ability
is optimized as well and the results are listed in Tables 4 and 5.

Tables 4 and 5 both indicate the maximal power output and
overall efficiency increase slightly with the improvement of heat
Table 3
Optimization results under different regenerative effectiveness.

εR Algorithm mOptimalðgÞ PmaxðkWÞ hð%Þ Time(s)

0.7 GA 0.56 14.73 34.29 7
SA 0.56 14.73 34.29 5
PSO 0.56 14.73 34.29 4

0.8 GA 0.60 16.32 37.99 6
SA 0.60 16.32 37.99 5
PSO 0.60 16.32 37.99 4

0.9 GA 0.66 18.32 42.65 6
SA 0.66 18.32 42.65 5
PSO 0.66 18.32 42.65 4
transfer ability in heater and cooler. As KH and KL increase from 150
to 450W/K and 250 to 750W/K, maximal power output and overall
efficiency get improved by around 1 kW and 3% respectively. The
improvement of heat transfer ability in heater and cooler means
heat can be transferred with less temperature difference. Namely,
the charged gas can be heated to higher temperature during
isothermal expanding and cooled down to lower temperature
during isothermal compressing, which are listed in Tables 4 and 5
as well. According to Eq. (6), the increase of Th and decrease of Tl
are capable to enhance the thermal load of heat engine. In addition,
higher upper temperature and lower bottom temperature achieve
better thermal efficiency for the internal Stirling cycle. Hence, the
double improvement of acquired utilizable heat and energy con-
version efficiency generate more power output under better heat
transfer ability of heater and cooler.

With a specified incident solar flux intensity, the maximal po-
wer output can be achieved by installing high performance heat
exchangers and optimizing charged gas mass. Common power fa-
cilities are always optimized targeting with efficiency or power
maximization [37,38], exergy destruction or entropy generation
minimization [39,40] under steady operating condition. However,
the most significant feature of dish solar SE is the dynamic power
output driven by the fluctuating solar flux intensity. Thus, energy
storage system such as battery is always integrated to store the
fluctuating power in the day time and release stable power output
as required. Consequentially, maximizing the daily generatable
shaft work (integrating the production of power and time) should
be considered as optimization target for a dish solar SE under daily
dynamic condition.

In order to optimize mwith a more rapid method, dish solar SE
can be considered as operating steadily under the daily average
solar flux intensity in Eq. (23). Thus, the optimization of m for
maximizing daily generatable shaft work under dynamic condition
can be simplified as the optimization of m for maximizing power
output under steady daily average condition.

IðtÞ¼ � 27:78t2 þ 666:67t � 3000ðt1 ¼ 7 � t � t2 ¼ 17Þ (22)

I ¼

ðt2
t1
IðtÞdt

t2 � t1
(23)

Considering solar flux intensity has a parabolic relationshipwith
time in a day [6], and the maximal value appears at 12 h, the daily
average intensity was obtained by Eq. (23) and equals to 768W/m2

as system operates from 7 h to 17 h in a day. Then the daily dynamic
power output curve with the optimized m under I is plotted by
black curve and compared with those under different optimized m
from arbitrary IL and IH in Fig. 9 to indicate themaximal generatable
shaft work in a day.

In Fig. 9-(a-1), the blue curve represents the daily power output
which operates with the m optimized from low solar flux intensity
IL of 550W/m2. It can be seen the power output during 7e9 h and
15e17 h is similar with black curve but much lower during 9e15 h.
This is because the optimal m obtained from IL is less, then higher
hot end temperatures can be achieved with strong incident sun-
shine, such as the temperature comparison between black and blue
curves at 12 h in Fig. 9-(a-2). Though the thermal efficiency of SE
gets enhanced, the drop of receiver efficiency is more significant
under high temperature condition in Fig. 9-(a-3) and leads to the
drop of overall efficiency consequentially. Meanwhile, the red curve
in Fig. 9-(b-1) represents the daily power output which operates
with the m optimized from high solar flux intensity IH of 1150W/
m2. The power output is similar during 10e14 h but weaker during
7e10 h and 14e17 h as compared with the black curve. For the



Table 4
Optimization results under different heat transfer ability of heater.

KHðW=KÞ mOptimalðgÞ PmaxðkWÞ hð%Þ ThðKÞ _QH;LoadðkWÞ hSEð%Þ

150 0.667 17.52 40.79 975 29.51 59.37
225 0.660 18.01 42.04 1002 30.07 60.05
300 0.656 18.32 42.65 1017 30.32 60.41
375 0.653 18.48 43.01 1026 30.47 60.64
450 0.651 18.58 43.25 1032 30.57 60.77

Table 5
Optimization results under different heat transfer ability of cooler.

KLðW=KÞ mOptimalðgÞ PmaxðkWÞ hð%Þ TlðKÞ _QH;LoadðkWÞ hSEð%Þ

250 0.624 17.73 41.23 345 29.82 59.45
375 0.645 18.12 42.19 329 30.16 60.09
500 0.656 18.32 42.65 321 30.32 60.41
625 0.662 18.44 42.92 316 30.42 60.60
750 0.667 18.51 43.10 313 30.49 60.73

Fig. 9. Daily dynamic power output comparison under different optimized m.

Fig. 10. Daily dynamic power output comparison with different optimization
strategies.
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optimal m obtained from IH is larger, weak incident solar flux
during 7e10 h and 14e17 h is insufficient to heat the receiver and
gas to high temperature. The temperature and efficiency between
red and black curves at 7 h are compared in Fig. 9-(b-2) and 9-(b-3)
as well. It can be seen efficiency of receiver in red is more efficient
but extremely slightly, while the much lower thermal efficiency of
SE under middle temperature condition induces more inefficient
overall performance. Hence, m optimized under I achieves better
daily dynamic performance for it corresponds to larger area
beneath the dynamic power curve (daily generatable shaft work) in
Fig. 9-(a-1) and Fig. 9-(b-1).

For further testifying the power output curve obtained from the
steady optimization strategy, it is compared with optimal power
output curve in red which is obtained from the optimized m tar-
geting with maximal daily work in Fig. 10. It can be seen the curves
coincide with each other and the integrated daily work are 726.82
and 727.02MJ respectively. However, the time cost for computation
in Fig. 10-(b) indicates the steady optimization strategy consumes
much less computation. Thus, the steady optimization of m for
maximizing power output under daily average condition is a
feasible and more rapid strategy to obtain the optimal daily dy-
namic system performance.

Based on the heat exchangers with high performance and
optimized m, the daily dynamic theoretical performance is plotted
in Fig. 11. Wind with high velocity reduces the performance of sub
and overall systems in some extent. Power output rises and drops in
the range of 5 and 26 kW, while the receiver efficiency drops and
rises in the range of 98% and 81% during a day. As to the efficiency of
SE and overall system, the minimal values of 32% and 24% appear at
7 and 17 h, the maximal values of 62% and 44% are relatively stable
in the time duration between 9 and 15 h.
4. Conclusion

With the modified theoretical thermally irreversible model of
dish solar SE system and corresponding algorithm, the direct in-
fluence of solar flux intensity and wind velocity on the system
performance was analyzed. In general, the system performance is



Fig. 11. Daily dynamic theoretical performance under different wind velocity.
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positively related to solar flux intensity, while wind aggravates the
convective heat loss then deteriorates the system performance.
Results indicate that receiver temperature gets elevated with the
increase of incident solar flux intensity to improve the heat trans-
ferred into SE module and thermal efficiency, though heat dissi-
pation into environment increases for achieving the energy balance
at hot end as well. The variance of SE thermal requirement origi-
nating from the change of charged gas mass also influences the
energy balance of receiver. The harmonization point of positive
influence originated from the increase of gas mass and the negative
influence originated from the accompanying decrease of heat
absorbing temperature, an optimal charged gas mass exists for
achieving the maximal power output. Better thermal performance
of heater, regenerator and cooler are capable to improve the overall
performance for higher upper and lower bottom temperatures of
internal cycle can be achieved. In order to obtain the maximal
generatable shaft work in a day using less computation, gas mass
should be optimized under the daily average solar flux intensity.
With the optimized gas mass and more efficient heat exchangers,
maximal theoretical peak power output of 25 kW and overall effi-
ciency of 44% are obtained.
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Appendix

This model is compared with a previously reported experiment
in Table A1. It can be seen the model overestimated the real per-
formance of dish solar Stirling engine for some precise geometry
related losses were neglected for simplicity.
Table A1
Comparison between model and previously reported experiment

_ESolarðkWÞ _QHðkWÞ PðkWÞ hð%Þ

Theoretical model 48.02 33.42 15.76 32.82
Experiment [41] 48.02 31.63 12.25 25.51
However, the energy distribution in Table A1 are basically
approximate and the results in this work can be reasonably
explained with current relative theory. As to the fundamental
thermodynamic analysis and optimization, the results obtained by
the model have some qualitative significance within the theoretical
scope.

Nomenclature

AR Solar receiver area m2

cp;w Specific heat at constant pressure of coolant J =ðkg ,KÞ
cR Specific heat of solar receiver J =ðkg ,KÞ
cv Specific heat at constant volume of gas J =ðkg ,KÞ
C Concentration ratio
F Rotating frequency of Stirling engine shaft Hz
hc Convective heat transfer coefficient of solar receiver

W =ðm2 ,KÞ
I Incident solar flux intensity W =m2

KH Heat transfer ability at hot end W/K
KL Heat transfer ability at cold end W/K
m Mass of charged gas kg
mR Mass of solar receiver kg
_mw Mass flow rate of coolant kg/s
p Pressure of charged gas Pa
P Power output W
Q12 Cyclic heat released under isothermal compression J
Q23 Cyclic heat absorbed under isochoric heating J
Q34 Cyclic heat absorbed under isothermal expansion J
Q41 Cyclic heat released under isochoric cooling J
QH Cyclic heat absorbed from heat source J
QL Cyclic heat released to heat sink J
_QH;Supplement Heat released per second by receiver at hot end W
_QH;Transfer Heat transferred per second at hot end W
_QH;Load Heat absorbed per second by gas at hot end W
_QL;Supplement Heat released per second by gas at cold end W
_QL;Transfer Heat transferred per second at cold end W
_QL;Load Heat absorbed per second by coolant at cold end W
Rg Gas constant J =ðkg ,KÞ
t Time s
T0 Ambient temperature K
Th Heat absorbing temperature of charged gas K
Tl Heat releasing temperature of charged gas K
Tsky Temperature of sky K
TH Temperature of solar receiver K
TL;in Inlet temperature of coolant K
TL;out Outlet temperature of coolant K
v Specific volume m3 =kg
Vwind Wind of velocity m/s
Greek Symbols
d Relative error
ε Emissivity of solar receiver
εR Regenerator effectiveness
hoptical Optical efficiency %
hReceiver Efficiency of solar receiver %
hSE Efficiency of Stirling engine %
h Efficiency of dish solar Stirling engine %
s Stefan Boltzmann constant W =ðm2 ,K4Þ

Subscripts
1e4 State turning points
w Water
H Hot end
L Cold end
R Solar receiver
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Abbreviations
GA Genetic algorithm
LINMAP Linear programming techniques for multidimensional

analysis of preference
NSGA-II Non-dominated sorted genetic algorithm-II
PSO Particle swarm optimization
SA Simulated annealing
SE Stirling engine
SQP Sequential quadratic programming
TOPSIS Technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal

solution
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